The knowledge of how the magnetization looks inside a ferromagnet is often hindered by the limitations of the available experimental methods that are sensitive only to the surface regions or limited in spatial resolution. We report the 3D tomographic reconstruction of the magnetization within a ferromagnetic film of 240 nm in thickness using soft X ray microscopy and magnetic dichroism. Our film has periodic magnetic domains forming stripes and also closure domains found to be shifted from the stripe array by ¼ of the period. In addition, the bifurcations of the stripes, which act as inversion nuclei of the magnetization, evidence in 3D, meron singularities at the interior of the film with an unprecedented lateral resolution of 25 nm. Our novel method can be easily extended to magnetic stacks in spintronics applications and other singularities in films.
Due to the importance of domains in the magnetic properties of materials, including thin films or small particles for applications in spintronics, magnetic domain visualization methods have been an active field of research in the last decades. A variety of techniques are currently used each of them with particularities adapted to specific samples (for recent reviews see (1, 2) ). The visualization of the magnetization inside the materials requires probes with higher penetration depths than those based on optical or low energy electron beams. Neutron radiographies have allowed imaging the interior of ferromagnets at sub mm scale (3, 4) . Transmission electron microscopes may probe film of thickness up to 100 nm approximately with sub nm lateral resolution (5) , which has been used to characterize in-plane magnetization by electron holography (6) and also to tomographically reconstruct the magnetic vector potential around individual nanoelements (7) . More recently, circularly polarized hard X-rays (wavelength 0.17 nm) have been used (8) to image, with tomographic reconstruction methods, the magnetic configuration of a 5 micron diameter GdCo 2 nanopillar identifying singularities in its interior at an approximate resolution of 100 nm. On the other hand, in reciprocal space, soft X-ray magnetic diffraction has allowed the detailed characterization of the magnetization of skyrmions in periodic arrays as multilayers (9) and 3D crystals (10) .
Tomographic imaging of extended thin samples with microscopy has a particular difficulty related to the high aspect ratio (lateral dimensions >> thickness) which has hindered a direct 3D visualization of the magnetization in thin films and multilayers. As a consequence, a variety of basic and application-related topics as e.g. the determination of the dependence with depth of the magnetic textures in chiral multilayers (11) , or the optimization of spin-torque oscillators (12) have been addressed indirectly (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) by image simulations and clever sample designs. Thus, magnetic tomography in extended thin film samples can become an essential tool in the evolution of nanomagnetism from the present basically 2D structures to 3D objects.
We present here the first results of a 3D tomographic reconstruction of a thin film of total thickness 240 nm using transmission soft X-ray images (wavelength 1.6 nm) and a homemade reconstruction method (17) allowing us to get insight on the configuration of the magnetization vector M = (Mx,My,Mz). The contrast mechanism that permits distinguishing magnetizations with different directions is based on magnetic dichroism which includes a dependence of the X-ray absorption on the magnetization when the energy of circularly polarized X-rays is tuned to characteristic absorption energies of the atoms in the material under investigation. The dichroic effect of a volume element in the material depends on the dot product σM of the spin, σ, of the circularly polarized photons (parallel/antiparallel to the propagation direction for right/left handed polarizations) and the local magnetization M (18) . By exploiting the angular dependence of the absorption of the X-rays across the sample and by using appropriate algorithms, the vectorial reconstruction of the magnetization has been obtained. Both soft and hard X-rays are suitable and have specific areas of application.
Soft X-rays produce higher dichroism than hard X-rays which results in better statistics in the images or equivalently in shorter acquisitions times. The lateral resolution appears to be higher for soft X-rays; however, its penetration depth is ca. one order of magnitude shorter which means that they are best suited for thin samples.
A magnetic trilayer NiFe(80nm)/NdCo(80nm)/NiFe(80nm) was fabricated by DC sputtering at room temperature on top of an X-ray transparent window. The intermediate layer displays weak perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) leading to magnetic stripe domains with canted up and down magnetizations (19) . The exchange interaction imprints the central stripe pattern to the magnetically soft Permalloy (Ni-Fe alloy) layers. Top and bottom layers are made of the same material so that they are indistinguishable by standard X-ray transmission microscopy techniques. Moreover, the large aspect ratio of thin films adds a difficulty at grazing angles of incidence where the probed thickness become excessive for X-ray transmission even for "normal" charge contrast tomography. Due to this and also on geometrical details related to our sample environment, we limited the measured angular range to +/-55 deg. This relatively small range is a weakness of our method since it limits the quality and resolution of the tomographic reconstructions. However, as it will be shown in what follows, the results are still good enough to provide detailed 3D insight of the magnetic singularities on the magnetic stripes in our sample. . We define as Tilt Series 1 and 2 the set of 87 images collected varying the angle of incidence at both photon polarizations for each sample orientation as indicated in Fig. 1 . Note the partially inverted magnetic contrast for both polarizations at a given oblique angle and of the images at 45º and -45º for a given polarization, which is a result of the different signs of the products σM. Also, Fig. 1(c) shows that the stripes are closer together at high angles than at θ =0º which is due to the parallax effect on the stripes viewed at oblique angles. The size of each image used in the tomographic reconstruction process was limited to represent the same film area at each angular position. See supplementary material (21) for further details on the microscope, sample preparation and data acquisition. In the following we will perform first the tomographic reconstruction of each Tilt series data separately, in order to analyze the effects of thin film geometry on the obtained magnetization configuration in each case and then, we will proceed with the simultaneous reconstruction of Tilt1&Tilt2 series to recover the full 3D magnetization vector of selected regions of the trilayer.
Characteristic features of closure domains.
The most relevant feature of parallel stripe domains is the periodic pattern of My-Mz closure domains (16, 19) sketched in Fig. 2(a) which has to be analyzed by reconstructing Tilt series 2, sensitive to (My, Mz). 2(b2) and 2(b3), respectively. In both cases, the magnetic signal is concentrated in a 300 nm thick region, equivalent to nominal sample thickness broadened by the finite resolution. Mz domains are uniform across the sample thickness with periodicity Λ=390 nm along y (see Fig. 2(b2) . My domains are antiparallel at top/bottom layers and shifted by Λ/4 relative to Mz domains. This is in good agreement with the expected closure domain magnetization of the parallel stripe pattern presented in Fig. 2(a) . The difference in z coordinates between the centers of the ±My domains in Fig 2(b3) is 2δz =200 nm which means that the z resolution of the reconstruction may be estimated to be as a minimum one half i.e. z=100 nm. This resolution is enough to separate opposite sign top/bottom My domains as shown in Fig. 2 . Consequently in spite of the limitations due to the missing wedge, the reconstruction of the tilt series 2 allows to easily visualize the overall geometry of the closure domains at resolutions at least of 100 nm in y and z.
Supplementary Figure S1 (21) shows additional details and that our experimentally determined magnetization distribution compares well with micromagnetic calculations.
Smaller scale lateral variations appear at stripe end points and bifurcations, which can be used to estimate the smallest magnetic features resolved in the tomographic reconstruction. This can be seen, for example, in the vertical cross sections along the blue horizontal line in Fig. 3 (21)). The best conditions for reconstruction of Tilt series 1 are found in the regions near to bifurcation cores, e.g. as in Fig. 4(a) , where the stripes bend away from their average orientation and are viewed under an oblique angle relative to the axis of rotation. Figure 4(a) displays the tomographic reconstruction of (Mx,Mz) domains from Tilt series 1 at the same bifurcation core analyzed in Fig. 3 with Tilt series 2. Mx(x,y) maps at top/bottom sample surfaces (Figs. 4(a1-a2) ), show a narrow dark -Mx domain that ends at the bifurcation core but with different top/bottom configurations as indicated by the doubleheaded arrow. Mz(y,z) and Mx(y,z) cross sections along the bifurcation (Figs. 4(a3-a4) )) show that, at the exact spatial location where Mz changes sign (i.e. where the +Mz white stripe ends and the two neighbouring -Mz black stripes merge, see Fig 3(a) The difference in z coordinates between the centers of the ±Mx domains in Fig   4(a4) is 300 nm, comparable to the difference in z coordinates of ±My domains obtained with the reconstruction of Tilt series 2 data, i.e. both Tilt series provide a similar accuracy along z in this region. Due to this fact, this sample region was selected to perform a global (Mx,My,Mz) reconstruction using simultaneously, instead of separately, both tilt series 1 and 2 in order to obtain a complete 3D image of the singularity at the bifurcation core. The results are shown in Fig. 4(b) . The circled image in Fig. 4(b1) is a 3D view of the arrow stack that shows its complexity, the x-z section in Fig. 4(b2) confirms the existence of a closure Mx-Mz vortex centered at the bifurcation core and the x-y section in Fig. 4(b3) illustrates the magnetization rotation around the Mz stripe end-point (rotation is CCW consistent with the negative My component at the core observed in Fig. 3(d) ). This experimentally determined configuration is consistent with a meron-like singularity with topological charge ½ (23, 24) , and provides additional details on its 3D configuration. Previously reported merons in 2D geometries are described in two different configurations: either as a planar vortex with an out-of-plane core, usually found in magnetic dots (25) or meron/antimeron lattices (26) , or as a planar half vortex with an out-of-plane polarity change, typically localized at stripe end-points (23, 24) . The 3D texture reconstructed in Fig. 4(b) combines these two descriptions depending on the orientation of the chosen cross section (planar vortex meron in Fig. 4(b2) and stripe-end meron in Fig. 4(b3) ). The ½ topological charge is the same in both cases, indicating that it is linked to the topology of the 3D magnetic singularity. The supplementary information (21) provides more details and, in addition, illustrates that also a Bloch point can be identified at the core of a neighbor bifurcation (which is effectively a 3D skyrmion with charge Q = -1).
In conclusion, soft X-ray vectorial magnetic tomography provides a relatively 
